T3T Receives Microsoft Platform Modernization
Technology Achievement Award for Liberty Server
Replatforming Software enables CICS and Batch on Windows & Azure

Tampa, FL July 12, 2012 – T3T, Inc., a leading provider of alternate solutions for mainframe
computers, announced today they have received Microsoft Corp.’s Technology Achievement Award
for Liberty Server at Microsoft’s Worldwide Partner Conference (WPC) in Toronto. Liberty Server
is a software suite that enables mainframe-based COBOL CICS and Batch applications to run with
little or no modification in a variety of Microsoft environments like Windows Server 2008 R2, SQL
Server 2008 and 2012, .NET and Microsoft’s Azure Cloud. The new platform eliminates very costly
mainframe software and hardware, provides a very fast ROI, and reduces total processing costs by
as much as 90%.
“We are pleased to present the Microsoft Platform Modernization technology momentum award to
T3 Technologies for fiscal year 2012,” said Bob Ellsworth, Microsoft Worldwide Director of Platform
Modernization. “T3’s new Liberty Server offering allows companies to move from the IBM
mainframe to .NET and SQL Server or directly to Windows Azure with little or no change to their
application code.”
Liberty Server, which includes modules for CICS and Batch, was designed from the ground up to
operate on-premise or in the Azure Cloud, in either case fully exploiting the benefits of Microsoft
innovations and associated lower platform cost structure. “Liberty Online (for CICS) brings new life
to ‘green screen’ applications by allowing C# classes to participate in CICS transactions and
presenting through a choice of HTML5, Silverlight, or Metro” said Bob Lair, T3’s Vice President for
Development.
"We are obviously delighted that Microsoft has recognized T3’s efforts and dedication to delivering
Microsoft-based options to the mainframe user community. With Liberty Server, Microsoft, and the
global community of System Integrators we are building for project deliveries, executives of
mainframe-based data centers are no longer locked-in to single-vendor offerings and once again
can be free to innovate.” Said Steven Friedman, CEO of T3T

About T3T
T3T (T3) has provided alternate mainframe solutions for over 20 years. In 1999, T3 developed the
popular tServer, which enabled over 600 data centers in 28 countries to eliminate expensive and
bulky traditional mainframes by hosting OS/390 and VSE applications on Intel-based servers
without modifications to the source code. Since 2008, T3 has been providing software and delivery
services to help data centers migrate entirely off the mainframe (hardware and software) platform
and onto a variety of Windows platforms. T3T, Inc. is a privately held firm based in Tampa, FL.
Additional information at: www.t3t.com.
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Liberty Server and tServer are trademarks of T3T, Inc. Other product and company names mentioned herein
may be the trademarks of their respective owners .

